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Abstract: In a design process, the "parti" can be an elusive thing. Though the term may be often used, 

what does it mean? This full-class group activity, designed as a game, is aimed at 

sharpening students' understanding of the parti. A "parti" is generally understood 

within design disciplines as a quick sketch, often freehand, that expresses the key 

idea or gesture of a project. If a project can't be distilled as a parti, that can signal 

a problem with the design. In teaching undergraduate design studios, it can be 

challenging to have students define their spatial idea or objective. The 

subsequent challenge is often finding formal expression for that spatial idea or 

objective. Once the spatial idea is crystallized in a formal expression, the student 

can produce a parti. To generate a powerful, expressive parti, time pressure helps. 

The idea of "parti pictionary" was developed as a game to do at the mid-

semester point, to ensure that all students had a parti to both reflect upon and 

rely on, before undertaking the full development of their projects. As with any 

popular, effective game, an aspect of humor was deliberately integrated, and a 

prize was offered to the winner. The rules were simple: the class of twenty 

students was divided into two teams of ten students. Each team named 

themselves (in the test run of this game, for example student teams named 

themselves "Tea Parti" and Parti-cularly Awesome"). In Zoom, the direct message 

function in the chat was used by the instructor to send one student's name to the 

student who was prepared to draw. The student then drew what they perceived 

to be the parti of their colleague's project. Their teammates had 60 seconds to 

guess whose parti was being drawn. Students who, themselves, were unsure how 

to express their parti, were able to see what their colleague drew. A main take-

away was how few lines were drawn before each parti was successfully identified. 

The game reinforced how an effective, communicative parti should be unfussy 

and drawn in a simple, direct manner. All students were "winners" in the sense 

that they each emerged with a parti. Many students showed their parti drawn 

during the game at their final review. 
  
Learning Objectives: Parti Pictionary was a low-stakes, fun way to express the important role that a 

parti plays in a design process. Using a clumsy tool like the freehand pen in Miro 

meant that each parti drawing was a bit awkward and humorous looking. But 

students realized that the ability for a spatial idea or objective to be readily-



identified through the parti was of paramount importance. Because the students 

drew the partis of their colleagues, pressure was low. It was a highlight of the 

semester. 
 
Criteria: Parti Pictionary was conducted around the mid-point of the semester, just before students 

were required to fully flesh-out their designs. Being able to distill each project as 

a parti helped the students know how to prioritize their subsequent design 

moves. So although the scope of the activity was restricted to a single class, the 

learning outcome of the game reverberated throughout the rest of the semester. 

The tremendous boost to the group morale was also energizing for all.  
 
Process: In Parti Pictionary, the rules were simple: the class of twenty students was divided into two 

teams of ten students. Each team named themselves. In Miro, the direct message 

function in the chat was used by the instructor to send one student's name to the 

student who was prepared to draw. The student then drew what they perceived 

to be the parti of their colleague's project. Their teammates had 60 seconds to 

guess whose parti was being drawn. Students who, themselves, were unsure how 

to express their parti, were able to see what their colleague drew. A main take-

away was how few lines were drawn before each parti was successfully identified. 

The game reinforced how an effective, communicative parti should be unfussy 

and drawn in a simple, direct manner. All students were "winners" in the sense 

that they each emerged with a parti. Many of these partis were presented as part 

of the project at the final review.  
 
Presentation Method: Parti Pictionary was developed to help students with the often difficult 

process of distilling and graphically expressing a main spatial idea or objective 

early in their design process. The inaugural session of Parti Pictionary was tested 

out in a virtual teaching and learning format, using Zoom and Miro. The game 

included all members of the studio class, and took place at the end of a 6-hour 

studio session. Rules of the game (described in the abstract) were quickly 

reviewed and the students caught on immediately. Because the game was 

designed to result in an even score, a raffle was done at the end of the game and 

a name was drawn to receive a prize.  
 
Evaluation: The game did not have a formal mode for evaluation, but did have rules. All 

students that were present during that class participated. Students that 

participated very rapidly increased their understanding of both the role and 

expression of partis. 
 
Credits: n/a 
 
References: Various parti examples from different architects and designers were shared in the 

class prior to playing Parti Pictionary. The instructor also drew examples of partis 

for projects that she’d realized herself, to demonstrate how a parti should ideally 

be executed quickly, with directness and a clear intention. References, in this case, 

are best shown in an active manner, using the same medium that the students 

are asked to use to play the game (like the Miro pen tool. The most daunting part 

of the game, for these students, was using the Miro pen tool! It was nevertheless 



an important part of the game since it acted as a leveler - everyone's parti looked 

a bit funny, which provided much-needed lightness and laughter to the class. 

Because the students were not drawing their own partis, but rather, partis of a 

random colleague whose name I sent to them using the direct-message chat 

function in Zoom, stakes were low and there was a lot of opportunity for students 

to say to themselves "Ah! That's my parti?! Now I understand!" 
 
Documentation: Attached 
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Parti Pictionary 

*Please note that this in-class activity relied on a verbal explanation and did not have a formal rubric. 

Therefore the explanation of the teaching strategy is uploaded in place of those items. 

In a design process, the "parti" can be an elusive thing. What is it, anyway? This full-class group activity, 

designed as a game, aimed at sharpening students' understanding of the parti. A "parti" is generally 

understood within design disciplines as a quick sketch, often freehand, that expresses the key idea or 

gesture of a project. If a project can't be distilled as a parti, that can signal a problem with the design. In 

my experience, in teaching undergraduate design studios, an initial challenge is having the students 

define their spatial idea or objective. The subsequent challenge is finding formal expression for that 

spatial idea or objective. Once the spatial idea is crystallized in a formal expression, the student can 

produce a parti. To generate a powerful, expressive parti, time pressure helps. So I developed the idea 

of "parti pictionary" to ensure that all students had a parti to both reflect upon and rely on, before 

undertaking the full development of their projects. As with any popular, effective game, an aspect of 

humor was deliberately integrated, and a prize was offered to the winner. The rules were simple: the 

class of twenty students was divided into two teams of ten students. Each team named themselves (my 

teams, for example, were "Tea Parti" and Parti-cularly Awesome"). In Zoom, I used the direct message 

function in the chat to send one student's name to the student who was prepared to draw. The student 

then drew what they perceived to be the parti of their colleague's project. Their teammates had 60 

seconds to guess whose parti was being drawn. Students who, themselves, were unsure how to express 

their parti, were able to see what their colleague drew. A main take-away was how few lines were 

drawn before each parti was successfully identified. The game reinforced how an effective, 

communicative parti should be unfussy and drawn in a simple, direct manner. All students were 

"winners" in the sense that they each emerged with a parti. 

 

Parti Pictionary was a low-stakes, fun way to express the important role that a parti plays in a design 

process. Using a clumsy tool like the freehand pen in Miro meant that each parti drawing was a bit 

awkward and funny looking. But students realized that the ability for a spatial idea or objective to be 

readily-identified through the parti was of paramount importance. Because the students drew the partis 

of their colleagues, pressure was low. It was a highlight of our semester. 

 

Parti Pictionary was conducted around the mid-point of the semester, just before students were 

required to fully flesh-out their designs. Being able to distill each project as a parti helped the students 

know how to prioritize their subsequent design moves. So although the scope of the activity was 

restricted to a single class, the learning outcome of the game reverberated throughout the rest of the 

semester. The tremendous boost to the group morale was also energizing for all. 

 

In Parti Pictionary, the rules were simple: the class of twenty students was divided into two teams of ten 

students. Each team named themselves (my teams, for example, were "Tea Parti" and Parti-cularly 



Awesome"). In Miro, I used the direct message function in the chat to send one student's name to the 

student who was prepared to draw. The student then drew what they perceived to be the parti of their 

colleague's project. Their teammates had 60 seconds to guess whose parti was being drawn. Students 

who, themselves, were unsure how to express their parti, were able to see what their colleague drew. A 

main take-away was how few lines were drawn before each parti was successfully identified. The game 

reinforced how an effective, communicative parti should be unfussy and drawn in a simple, direct 

manner. All students were "winners" in the sense that they each emerged with a parti. Many of these 

partis were presented as part of the project at the final review. 

 

I developed Parti Pictionary because I detected a difficulty among my students in their ability to both 

distill and graphically express their main spatial idea or objective. The studio was taught synchronously, 

for 6 hours on a single day. It was a long day, during which I asked all students to remain to overhear 

and participate in the feedback and discussion for each student project. Prior to playing Parti Pictionary, 

I spoke about the importance of identifying a main spatial interest or objective, and used the freehand 

pen tool in Miro to sketch how different spatial ideas might be expressed graphically. During this 

inaugural session of Parti Pictionary, I stopped individual tutorials around 4pm, just as the collective 

energy was beginning to really drop. I went over the rules of the game (described in the abstract) and 

the students caught on immediately. Because the game was designed to result in an even score, I 

conducted a raffle and drew a name at the end, for a prize. 

 

The game did not have a formal mode for evaluation, but did have rules. All students that were present 

during that class participated. Students that participated very rapidly increased their understanding of 

both the role and expression of partis. 

 

I looked up various parti examples in the class prior to playing Parti Pictionary and drew examples of 

partis for projects that I've realized myself. References, in this case, are best shown in an active manner, 

using the same medium that the students are asked to use to play the game (the Miro pen tool). The 

most daunting part of the game, for these students, was using the Miro pen tool! It was nevertheless an 

important part of the game since it acted as a leveler - everyone's parti looked a bit funny, which 

provided much-needed lightness and laughter to the class. Because the students were not drawing their 

own partis, but rather, partis of a random colleague whose name I sent to them using the direct-

message chat function in Zoom, stakes were low and there was a lot of opportunity for students to say 

to themselves "Ah! That's my parti?! Now I understand!" 



 


